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INTRODUCTION
Accelerometers  have  become  a  relatively  common  way  for  clinical  researchers  to 

objectively measure physical  activity.  In  turn,  sophisticated statistical  methods have been 
developed  to estimate  various  aspects of  physical  activity  from accelerometer  data.  The 
computer programming required to implement these methods is substantial, which poses a 
barrier to their use by clinical researchers. To address that barrier, we have created an easy-
to-use freely available and open source website that implements a recently developed neural 
network based approach to estimating physical activity from accelerometer data.

METHODS
The website has two major components: the user interface, where the user interacts with 

the application, and the web server, where statistical computations are performed. We 
created the user interface using HTML, CSS, and JavaScript, and we wrote the statistical 
procedures in the R statistical computing language. A set of common gateway interface 
scripts on the server (written in Perl) is used to connect the user interface with R.

RESULTS
The web page implements the neural network developed in Staudenmayer et al.,  [1] to 

estimate  energy  expenditure  (METs)  from  1-second  epoch  single-axis  Actigraph 
accelerometer data. It  also processes the data to estimate the number bouts of physical 
activity, the amount of sedentary time, the number of transitions between activity levels, and 
other aspects of physical activity. Multiple Actigraph files can be processed simultaneously. 
Other options include the capacity to upload a log of the times the device was switched on 
and off, to modify criteria used to determine “non-wear time”, and to analyze specific parts of 
a day. The website creates downloadable spreadsheets that contain the estimates.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The website we have created allows for easy application of a new statistical method to 

estimate METs and several other aspects of physical activity from 1-second epoch single 
axis Actigraph data, and it provides a number of options for customizing the analysis. This 
tool reduces the programming burden on clinical investigators, and it makes it easier for a 
larger community of researchers to use the latest methods. The software is available free of 
cost  and  is  open  source.  It  can  be  extended  in  the  future  as  additional  methods  are 
developed. The software can also be modified and used as a template by other groups who 
want to make their methods easily accessible to others.
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